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Introduction, In [1], page 70, L. Fuchs asks the following question:
Which are those subgroups of a divisible group G that can be repre-
sented as intersections of divisible subgroups of G?

The main purpose of this paper is to give an answer to this ques-
tion.

NOTATION.

Nl: If H is a primary p-group, let S(H) denote the subgroup of ele-
ments of H whose orders are 1 or p.

N2: If G is Abelian, let T(G) be the torsion subgroup of G; let Gp

denote the primary p-component of T(G); and, in case G is divisi-
ble, let F(G) denote a maximal torsion free subgroup of G.

N3: Let the symbol 0 denote a direct sum. Let the symbol < denote
''properly contained in." Let c denote "contained in." Let N\M
denote "the set of elements in N and not in ikf." Let = denote
"is isomorphic to." Let 3 denote "there exists (exist)." Let 9
denote "such that." Let (Na)aeA denote a family of sets Na in-
dexed by members of the set A. Finally if Q is a subset of a group,
let {Q} denote the subgroup of that group generated by the ele-
ments of Q.

N4: Let R denote the additive group of rationals. Let P denote the
set of primes. Let the group C(p°°) be the indecomposable divisi-
ble primary p-group.

N5: Let C = C(2~) © 0(3") 0 C(5~) 0 • •; and if SaP, let Cs =

N6: If G is a group, let P(G) be the set of p e P, such that 3x e G
with order x — p.

N7: Finally, we recall the following convenient and succinct classifi-
cation of the subgroups of i2 [see Kurosh I, page 208]. Let
PifP2fPzf * be the sequence of primes in natural order. A charac-
teristic is a sequence a = (alf a2, α3, •), where a% — a non-negative
integer or oo, A type is a class of equivalent characteristics, two
characteristic a = (a19 α2, α3, •) and 6 = φu b2, 63, •) being equi-
valent if and only if ΣΠ=i I &% — ^ I < °°> where oo — oo = 0.

A c R has type a if and only if it is isomorphic to the subgroup
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of R consisting of those rationale whose denominators in the reduced
form are divisible by no higher power of the prime pt than the
α*th if at < oo, and by every power of pt if at == oo.

Define a Ξ> b if and only if at ^ bt, for i = 1, 2, 3, .
N8: Let SaP. We shall say that A above has type Ts is and only if

α. = 0 for Pi e S and α? = oo otherwise. Then it is well known
that R/B c Cs if and only if B contains a subgroup A of type Ts,
and that the intersection of two subgroups of R containing sub-
groups of type Ts again contains a subgroup of type Ts.

N9: Let the symbol Π<? stand for the phrase "an intersection of divisi-
ble subgroups of G."

LEMMA 1. (Kulikov):
a. A divisible group M is a minimal divisible group containing the

subgroup L if and only if HaM and HΠ L = 0 imply H— 0, H
being a subgroup.

b. If M is a minimal divisible group containing L, then M/L is
torsion and divisible.

LEMMA 2. Let G be divisible and L a subgroup of G. Let M be
a minimal divisible subgroup of G containing L. Thus, using the
notational in N2, we may write, G = ikΓ0 E = Af0 T(E) 0 F{E).
We have:
a. If M is minimal divisible containing L, then S(MP) = S(LP) for

each p e P, and T(M) is minimal divisible containing T(L).
b. Kulikov: If L is torsion, then M is minimal divisible containing

L if and only if S(LP) = S(MP) for all p e P.
c. // L is Π# then T{L) is f\τ{G) and hence f\Q.

Proof.
a. Let x e S(MP)\S(LP). Then {x} n S(LP) = 0, and therefore {x} Π L =

0. By Lemma la, x — 0. Next, T(M) is divisible, and contains
T(L). If JVc T(M) is divisible and contains Γ(L), Γ(ikf) can be
written as Γ(Jkf) = iVφ ϋΓ, where K Π T(I/) = 0; and hence K Π L =
0, so that by Lemma la, K= 0; and hence, iV = T(M).

b. The "only if" part is contained in part a. For the "if" part, as-
sume NczM is divisible and contains L. Then we may write M —
N@K. Then, by hypothesis, K cannot have elements of prime
order, and must therefore be 0.

c. Assume L = Παe^α> where each Ma is divisible and contains L.
Then each T(Ma) is divisible and contains T(L). Moreover, we have
Παe^JWα) = T{ς\aeAMa) = T(L). Rence T(L) is f U ) and hence

fV
LEMMA 3. Let G be a minimal divisible group containing the
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subgroup L, and having a representation of the form G = φ α e4 Ga.
Then GIL (which by Lemma lb is divisible and torsion) contains a sub-
group isomorphic to C(p°°) if and only if for some a e A, GJGa Π L
contains a subgroup of the same kind. In other words: P(GIL) =
UaeAP(GJGa n L) = UaeΛP(Ga + L/L).

Proof. Because of the divisibility of all the groups concerned, it
suffices to check the existence of elements of order p. Suppose
x e GJGa n L has order p. Then G/L Z)Ga + L/L = GJ(Ga n L). Hence,
GIL has an element of order p. Conversely, suppose that for no a e A
does GJ(Gaf]L) contain an element of order p. Then no Ga + L/L
contains an element of order p. Hence, the subgroup of GjL generated
by the (Ga + L)jL contains no elements of order p. But since the Gα's
generate G, the Ga + L/L's generate all of G/L.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a divisible group; let L be a subgroup of
G; let M be a minimal divisible subgroup of G containing L. Suppose
G has a representation of the form G = M 0 E, then L = M Π (ΓLeflAfJ,
where Mω is a divisible subgroup of G containing L for each ω e Ω, if
and only if there exists homomorphisms hω: M—>E for each ω e Ω
such that Πωe.Q ker hω = L.

Proof. To prove the "if" part, let I be the identity map of M;
and for each ω e Ω let gω: M—> G be defined by gω = I + hω. Let Mω =
gω(M). Then LaMω since hω(L) — 0, and therefore Mω is divisible since
it is a homomorphic image of M. Finally, x e Mω Π M implies x e ker h*
(since x — y + hjy) implies hω(y) = x — y e M Γ\ E = 0); and hence,.
L c f\ωeΩMω PiM= Γ\ωβΩ ker hω = L.

To prove the "only if" part, suppose L = M Π (ΓϊωMω). It can be
assumed that each Mω is minimal divisible containing L and, therefore,
also minimal divisible containing M Π Mω. Also, M is minimal divisible
containing M n Mω. Also, M is minimal divisible containing M (Ί Mω; so
there is an isomorphism iω: M—>Mω which is the identity on M Γ\ Mω.
Note that ijx) e M=$iω(iω(x)) = ijx) =Φ ijx) = x =Φ a? e M Π Mω. Let pr
G —> E be the projection determined by the decomposition G = i l ί φ β .
Let /&ω be defined by hω = pίω. Then fcω(cc) = 0, iω(ί») e M, and a? e Λf Π Mω,
are equivalent. Thus f\ωeΩ ker fcω = f | « e ^ Π Mω = L.

REMARK. The underlined portion of_Theorem 1 may be replaced by
Λω: M-^T(E).

COROLLARY 1. Let G be a divisible group; let L be a subgroup of
G; and let M be a subgroup of G which is minimal with respect tσ
being divisible and containing L. Thus, we may write G =
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M ® T(E)®F(E), and P(E) = P(T(E)). Then L is Γϊa if and only
if P(M/L) c P(E).

Proof. The condition P{MjL) c P(E) is easily seen to be equivalent
to the existence of the family {hω}ωeΩ of homomorphisms in Theorem 1.

REMARK. Let G be divisible and torsion free, then L c G is f|e if
and only if L is divisible or, equivalently, is a direct summand of G.

COROLLARY 2. Let G be divisible, and let L be a torsion subgroup
of G. Then L is Γ\G if and only if for each p e P, S(LP) < S(GP)
whenever S(LP) Φ 0, and Lp is not divisible.

Proof. If L is f]G then by Lemma 2c for each p e P obviously Lp

is Π<v a n d , hence, to prove that our condition is necessary, we may
assume that G is primary, and L is not divisible, in which case the
necessity becomes obvious in view of the fact that otherwise G would
be the only minimal divisible subgroup of itself containing L; and, con-
sequently, L = G, since L is Γ[G, contrary to L being not divisible.

To Prove the "only if" part, note that p e P(M/L) implies MP\LP =
(M/L)p Φ 0, since L is torsion. Thus, by hypothesis, p e P(M/L) ^
S(LP) < S(GP) =φ S(MP) < S(GP) = S(MP) 0 S(EP) =φ S(EP) Φθ=$pe P(E).

COROLLARY 3. Let G be divisible and LaG be torsion, reduced
and f]G. Then every subgroup of L is f\G.

COROLLARY 4. Let G be divisible and L be f\G. Let M be a mini-
mal divisible subgroup of G containing L. Let K be a subgroup of G
such that LdKdM. Then K is f}G.

Proof. If G - M © E, then P(M/K) c P(M/L) c P(E).

COROLLARY 5. Let K be any Abelian group of arbitrary cardinal
number A. Then K can be embedded in a divisible group G of power
A^o in such a way that any subgroup of K can be represented as an
intersection of two divisible subgroups of G.

Proof. Let M be a minimal divisible group containing K and let E
be a group isomorphic to M/K. Let G be the direct sum of M and E.
The cardinality of G is clearly ^0^4. and the isomorphism of MjK into
E induces a homomorphism h: M—>E with ker h — K. Thus, Theorem
1 gives the required conclusion.

REMARK. Let LaG, and let L — L x 0 L 2 , where L2 is divisible and
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Lx is reduced. Then, also, G = L2 0 K, where K may be chosen to
contain Lx. It is easy to see that L is Γ\G if a n ( i o nly if ^1 i s Γ\κ-
Thus, in order to avoid excessive wording, we may in the following
theorems assume without loss of generality that L is reduced.

THEOREM 2. Assume LaG is reduced, then L is Γ\G if
 an& on^V

if T(L) is n<? and P(GIL)aP(G), equality holding if L is f\G.

Proof. Let G = M 0 E, where M and E are as in Theorem 1.
Then P(G) = P(T(M)) U P(E), and P(GIL) = P(M/L) U P(E), because
G/L = (MjL) 0 E. Note that if Γ(L) is f\G, then Γ(L) is C\τiG) and
hence P(T(M)/T(L)) cP(T(E)) = P(£7), by Corollary 1. But since Γ(L)
is reduced, P(T(M)/T(L)) = P(Γ(ikf)). Thus the assumption that Γ(L)
is Π^ implies P(G) = P(J^) and, therefore, that the conditions PiGIL) =
P(G), P(GIL)aP(G), and P(M/L)ciP(E) are equivalent. This observa-
tion, together with Lemma 2c and Corollary 1, proves Theorem 2.

COROLLARY 6. Let G be any divisible group. Let C be as defined
in N5, and let G = C φ G . Then any subgroup KaG is f\G.

REMARK. In Corollary 6, C may be replaced by any Abelian group
containing it.

COROLLARY 7. Any torsion free subgroup T of G above is ΠG

Proof. T is contained in a direct summand of G whose compli-
mentary direct summand contains a subgroup isomorphic to C.

REMARK. The following example shows that if L c G is Π<? and if
L c G is isomorphic to L, L need not be f)G. Let G = φΓ=iCβ where
Ct = C(p°°) and where p is fixed. Then,

S(0 Ct) = S(φ Q
ί=-l ί=2

Ίiowever, iS(φΓ=iCi) is not f\G, while S(φΓ=2Cί) is Πs
In this connection we have:

COROLLARY 8. Let LaG be f\Gj and let LaG be isomorphic to
L. Then if T(L) is f\G—this is in particular the case if LaL—L is
also He- Thus, L is f}G if and only if T(L) is p[G.

Proof. For the proof we may assume L is reduced. By Theorem
2, it suffices to show that P(G/L)aP(G). Let M and M be minimal
divisible subgroup of G containing L and L, respectively, so that G =
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M 0 N= M® N. Then we have M\L ~ M/L [see Kurosh I, page 168].
Thus, P(GIL) = P(MIL) U P(N)

= P(M/L) U P(iV)
cP(G/L)UP(G)
cP(G), since L is f\G.

THEOREM 3. Let G be a divisible group and let L(zG be reduced.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) L is f[G.
(b) T(L) is f)G and for any subgroup R of G isomorphic to R, either

Lf]R is zero or of type ^ TP{G).
(c) S(LP) < S(GP) if p e P(G) and for any subgroup R of G isomorphic

to R, either L f] R is zero or of type ^ TP[Q).
(d) T{L) is Γ\G and L c (0 α e^α) Θ T(G) c G, where Ra = R and each

L Π Ra is either zero or of ^ TPiσ).

Proof. By Theorem 2, (a) is equivalent to the conditions T(L) is Π^
and P(GIL)aP(G). These conditions imply (b) since GjL contains a
subgroup isomorphic to R/R Π L, so that P(RIR Π L) c P(GIL) c P(G) and
therefore R Π L is zero or of type ^ TP(έ?) by N8. Properties (b) and (c)
are equivalent by Lemma 2c and Corollary 2. Also (b) implies (d). Finally,
suppose (d) holds. Then, P(T(G)I(T(G)nL)) = P(Γ(G)/Γ(L))cP(Γ(G)) =
P(G) by Theorem 2. Let G = (φ 6 € B β 6 ) Θ (ΘαeA) θ Γ(G). Then Rυf}L
is 0 for all b e B, and for each a e A, RaΓ\ L is 0 or has type ^ TP(Θ>

by hypothesis. Thus, by Lemma 3, P(G/L) = ΠυβBP(Rυl(Rυ Π L)) U
U«6ΛP(Λα/(Λβ Π L)) U P(T(G)I(T(G) n L)) c P(G). By Theorem 2, this
implies (a).

DEFINITION. Define a subset (ίOα€A °f elements of an Abelian group
H to be independent if and only if

nλxai + n2xa2 + + nmxam = 0

implies nx = n2 = = ̂ OT = 0 where each at e A and the nt

7s are
integers.

COROLLARY 10. Assume L c G is reduced, then L is Π<? if a n ( i
only if T(L) is Γ)<? and L contains a subgroup H which contains a.
maximal independent subset of L and which has the form 0ae4Sa,.
where each Sa is isomorphic to a subgroup of R having type TP{Q).

Proof. Assume L is Π<?> then by Lemma 2c T(L) is f\G. Let
MdG be minimal divisible containing L, and assume that M =
T(M) © i^ikf) = T(M) 0 (0αeJ2α), where Ra = R for all α e i Then,
by Theorem 3c and Lemma la, each L Γ\ Ra contains a subgroup Sa of
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type TPiG). Then it is easy to see that φaeASa exists; and that, if
xa e Sa, then (xa)aeA is a maximal independent subset of M and there-
fore, of L.

Next assume the condition holds and let M be as usual. For each
So, let Ra 3 Sa be a subgroup of M of type iϋ. Since any two non-
zero subgroups of R have a non-zero intersection, and since φαe 4Sα

exists, also ®αe J£β exists. Let #α e Sα; then (^) α e i is a maximal inde-
pendent subset of H; and since H contains a maximal independent subset
of L, (#α)αe4 is also a maximal independent subset of L. Thus, we must
have M = Γ(M) © (© α e ^α). Theorem 3d and the fact that T{L) is
Πί? imply that L is Π#

REMARK. Concerning the last definition given above, it is well known
that H contains a maximal independent subset and that if (xa)aeA is
independent, then HI{(xa)aeA} is torsion if and only if (xa)a€A is also
maximal independent. Thus, Corollary 10 may be worded as follows:
Assume L is reduced; then L is f\G if and only if T(L) is Π^ a n d L
contains a subgroup H which has the form ®αe,iSα where Sa is isomorphic
to a subgroup of R of type TP{G) and such that L/H is torsion.

REMARK. The author wishes to thank the referee, R. S. Pierce, for
the present arrangement of the material in this paper, as well as for
many changes in the proofs. The author also owes thanks to W. R.
Scott.
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